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Canadiano | Urban Nature Hotel em Ponta Delgada

Hotel Canadiano is reborn and is modern, cozy and attentive to the needs of today's 
travelers. An experience that combines comfort and history, together with a restaurant 
concept that combines the best of Azorean products with the rhythm of the city.

Located at the museum quartier, in the historic center of Ponta Delgada, Canadiano | Located at the museum quartier, in the historic center of Ponta Delgada, Canadiano | 
Urban Nature Hotel is within walking distance of the main attractions to visit in Ponta 
Delgada, whether for a cultural and artistic tour, highlighting the centers of Carlos 
Machado Museum or for an idyllic stroll in Jardim José do Canto, a colorful experience 
at Mercado da Graça, or a walk along the marginal avenue.

With a perfect location, it is the ideal starting point for an unforgettable trip in São 
Miguel with the comfort and convenience of a private car park.



Spacious Rooms

We have three different types of rooms: gardenview (25m2); connecting rooms (2 
rooms with 22 m2 each) and junior suites (32m2). With large and comfortable areas, 
all rooms have a closet, living and working area, shower facilities and private balcony 
in addition to the essential amenities for a comfortable stay such as mini bar, kettle, 
safe with charging socket and hairdryer.

All details have been carefully selected to ensure comfort. plus: Spacious beds (2x1m) All details have been carefully selected to ensure comfort. plus: Spacious beds (2x1m) 
with elegant reading lights, comfortable and neutral tone textiles, in a cozy light envi-
ronment.

The entire hotel is equipped with free Wi-Fi and the rooms are serviced by 43 inches 
TV, USB connections for charging next to the bedside.
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O Aldeão Restaurant

The O Aldeão Restaurant has direct access to the street, combineing an indoor wing 
and a comfortable outdoor lounge area.

Inside, neutral colors blend into bold details for a delightful experience.

Here, the menu concept is “comfort food”, combining the freshness of local products Here, the menu concept is “comfort food”, combining the freshness of local products 
with an unpretentious and relaxed cooking style. The terroir cuisine has the signature 
of our Chef  who is passionate about the fusion between the best of quality regional 
products and cooking techniques.

The wine cellar offers a varied selection of regional and national wines carefully 
chosen to harmonize with the chef's creations.

The outdoor lounge is the perfect place for a late afternoon with friends after a day of The outdoor lounge is the perfect place for a late afternoon with friends after a day of 
sightseeing or an important meeting. 

O Aldeão is complete with the cocktail menu from the Cocktail Bar.
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More information:

Marketing and Communication Department: marketing@hotelcanadiano.com
Reservations: book@hotelcanadiano.com
Front Desk: frontof ce@hotelcanadiano.com

About Edmundo Pavão e Filhos, Lda.

Operating since 1982, the company is owned by the third generation of the Pavão Operating since 1982, the company is owned by the third generation of the Pavão 
family.

Canadiano | Urban Nature Hotel pays tribute to its founders, Edmundo and Teolinda 
Pavão, courageous entrepreneurs who made the journey from the village of Bretanha in 
São Miguel to the world, having returned to the island to create the Hotel Canadiano 
in 1982.
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